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After the ITER-like (Be/W) first wall was installed in JET, early experiments showed a 

restricted operational domain for good confinement quality compared with the previous, 

predominantly carbon, walla. So, a key aim of the 2021 deuterium-tritium (D-T) campaign was 

to demonstrate the compatibility of steady high fusion power (10-15 MW) with the ITER-like 

wall. Plasmas were developed using D fuel, allowing extensive experiments with a high pulse 

rate and low machine activation. Selected plasmas were repeated and adjusted using T fuel to 

investigate and mitigate isotope effects. Finally, based on the experience gained with D and T 

plasmas, D-T experiments were carried out to generate high fusion power with nDnT. 

Compared with ‘baseline’ plasmas that rely on high plasma current at q953 to achieve 

high energy confinement, ‘hybrid’ scenarios are typically operated at reduced plasma current 

and increased q0 (1) to avoid deleterious MHD modes and access favourable confinement 

properties at high poloidal  (>1)b. This candidate approach for ITER had never previously 
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been tested using T or D-T fuel. The JET 

‘hybrid’ experiments described in this paper 

were performed at 2.3 MA with a magnetic 

field strength of 3.4 T giving q954.8.  

The main phases of the JET ‘hybrid’ 

plasma scenario are illustrated in Fig.1. The 

q-profile at the start of the main heating phase 

is formed using an Ohmic plasma current 

‘overshoot’c. Analysis of previous mixed  

H-D JET experiments using low current 

‘hybrid’ plasma scenario showed an increase 

in central impurity radiation during the 

Ohmic current ramp phase as the average 

main ion isotope mass was increasedd. This led to central plasma cooling, an increase in q0 and 

an increased risk of locked modes due to the destabilisation of tearing or double tearing modes 

at q=2. It was thought to be at least partly due to an expected increase in W sputtering with 

main ion isotope mass. Predictive modelling suggested that a decrease in core ion temperature 

as the isotope mass was increased due to decoupling of electrons and ions could also contribute 

by reducing high Z impurity screening. Both the H-D experiments and predictive modelling 

indicated that the change in q-profile shape at 

higher isotope mass could be compensated by 

increasing the plasma density during the 

Ohmic current ramp phase. This was 

confirmed when Ohmic D test pulses were 

repeated using T plasmas, as shown in Fig.2. 

An optimised D current ramp was repeated 

using T fuel, which led to central plasma 

cooling by radiation. This triggered a real-

time ‘dud’ detector, which aborts the pulse in 

the case of central cooling to minimise tritium 

consumption and machine activation in heated 

pulses with a nonoptimal q-profile. When the 

T plasma density was increased during the current ramp phase, the q-profile at the typical main 

heating start time (t7 s) was matched to the D reference plasma, as indicated by the matched 

 
Fig.1. Waveforms for JET ‘hybrid’ D reference 

plasma: plasma current & magnetic field, NBI, 

ICRF & radiated power; requested gas flow 

(neglecting gas system response time); and neutron 

rate. 

 
Fig.2. Waveforms for D & T Ohmic test pulses, 

showing: plasma current; line integrated plasma 

density; and central electron temperature peaking 

 (=[Te,central-Te,off-axis]/Te,off-axis). 
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onset time of 1,1 MHD modes. This experience enabled the optimum plasma density waveform 

to be designed for the current ramp phase of the D-T plasmas in advance of the experiments, 

allowing rapid scenario adaptation.  

During the H-mode access phase, 

indicated in Fig.1, prevention of impurity 

influxes through the H-mode edge pedestal 

was the primary method for core radiation 

control. This was prioritised over the 

approach of minimising tungsten sources 

using a detached divertor plasma in order to 

maximise the H-mode pedestal temperature 

and access the target range of fusion power 

for these D-T experiments. A combination of 

edge temperature screening and ELM 

flushing was used, which was more 

challenging for T & D-T plasmas compared with D plasmas as illustrated in Fig.3. High edge 

ion temperature and low edge radiation was achieved in D reference plasmas by reducing gas 

injection at the start of the main heating phase to allow a rapid increase in edge ion temperature 

while delaying the increase in edge density. This is consistent with neoclassical temperature 

screening of impuritiese. Then a gas puff was applied during the initial ELM-free phase to 

trigger a transition to regular type-I ELMs before excessive edge density was achieved. As 

shown in Fig.3, repeating this with T fuel resulted in an earlier H-mode transition, expected due 

to the higher main ion isotope mass, and an earlier edge density increase. This was accompanied 

by a rapid increase in edge radiation, consistent with a loss of impurity screening. Fine 

adjustment of heating and/or gas fuelling was needed to delay the H-mode transition and avoid 

excessive edge radiation. Fig.3 shows the optimum waveforms developed to achieve access to 

an ELMy H-mode with low edge radiation and a hot pedestal in D-T.  

Sustaining low or moderate radiation for several seconds with H981 required steady 

high heating power and fine tuning of the gas injection rate. Transient reductions in heating 

power resulted in reductions in both edge temperature and ELM frequency, which allowed the 

edge radiation to increase. Insufficient gas injection rate also resulted in a low ELM frequency 

and a radiation increase, whereas excessive gas injection resulted in a high ELM frequency, 

low edge temperature and reduced fusion performance. Finding the optimum gas flow rate, 

balancing these effects, was crucial to the achievement of steady high fusion power. 

 
Fig.3. Waveforms for D, T & D-T H-mode access 

phases, showing: heating power; requested gas flow 

(neglecting gas system response time); D emission; 

line averaged edge density; edge ion temperature; 

and edge plasma radiation. 
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Even with an optimum plasma edge, 

central plasma radiation often started to 

increase after 2-3 seconds, despite the 

application of 3-4 MW of on-axis ICRF  

H-minority heating (dominantly to the 

electrons). The observed central radiation 

increase did not lead to disruptions during the 

main heating phase of D-T plasmas but a 

decrease in fusion power was seen in some 

cases, as shown in Fig.4. Central impurity 

radiation has been linked to core MHD modes 

in this type of plasmag, which typically appear 

on this timescale. However, core electron 

density peaking increases in the early ELMy H-mode phase and also correlates with impurity 

radiation peaking, qualitatively consistent with predictive modelling, including energy, particle, 

momentum, current and density channels for main ions and impurities self-consistentlyh. Unlike 

ITER, JET uses a positive-ion NBI system, which provides strong central fuelling. Simulations 

with the NBI fuelling artificially turned off showed reduced density peaking and an absence of 

significant central plasma cooling due to impurity radiation.  

After careful adaptation of the ‘hybrid’ plasma scenario for D-T, high fusion power was 

achieved, broadly consistent with previous modelling predictionsi given the available heating 

power. This led to a record fusion energy for a plasma with nDnT of 46 MJ. Valuable 

experience was also gained of relevance to ITER relating to: the adaptation of plasma scenarios 

to different main ion isotopes; the application of edge impurity screening; and the use of 

modelling to guide scenario development with the aim of achieving high fusion power.   
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Fig.4. Waveforms for high performance D & D-T 

plasmas, showing: heating power; edge radiation; 

radiation from vertical chord through plasma 

centre; and fusion power. 
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